The State of Coal in China
and what we are doing with it
(This article excerpts from the presentation given by Jieling Liu on
5 March, 2016 at Fábrica de Alternativas )

A man flies a kite in Shanghai. Dec. 5, 2013, the city had an air pollution reading of PM
500 for the first time, prompting authorities to order children and the elderly to remain
indoors. Beijing and other parts of northern China have pollution that is even higher
(ChinaFotoPress / Getty Images)
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Intro
China has become the biggest fossil fuel consumer in the world. Due to the
nature of its energy resources and driven by the need to develop its economy at a
very fast pace, China is burning an astonishing amount of coal and oil every year —
even now, when its economy is showcasing a noticeable slowdown.
There are a few aspects the Chinese government needs to balance, as a
developing country with the biggest population and rising with rapid growth in the
economy. The leaders need to keep its economic development in order to maintain
the society stable, without ruining the environment too much, that the future might
become unliveable and its people might raise up and risk the current regime.
China has a heavy (and dirty) history in using coal in the past decades, it still
is. But now the Chinese leaders are starting to realize at what cost they are spending
to pursue their economy goals. A series of climate accords and targets are made in
the past few years, varias investments are put into integrate / reform the old energy
structure, also to layout infrastructure for renewable energies for the future.
The key words of this presentation are: coal, CO2 emission, pollution,
technology, climate statements and sustainable.
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Coal facts



► NYT coal and China video
http://www.nytimes.com/video/world/asia/100000003425188/for-chinesecoexisting-with-coal.html
1.

From 2001, the first year of the millennium, China joined WTO, the world
trade organisation. From then, China began its golden period of economic
development, as well as its fossil energy consumption, obviously. We burned
more and more coal every year, it didn’t stop growing even when we met the
economic crisis in 2008.

2.

And in 2006~2007, China overtook US and became the largest contributor to
carbon emissions, from fossil fuel burning and from cement and steel
production. And with 8.5 Gt CO2 in carbon emissions from fossil fuels burning
and cement production in 2012, China was responsible for 25% of global
carbon emissions. Coal production and consumption peaked in 2013 in China.

3.

In 2014, China’s coal consumption and production fell, for the first time in 14
years, since joining WTO, confirming a trend that has become one of the
heaviest weights sinking the global coal market. (WSJ)

4.

Nevertheless, coal is the richest energy resource that we have in China. We
are not only the biggest consumer but also the biggest coal producer, for no
doubt. As you can see in this graph below: we use coal to generate electricity,
to produce steels, cement and chemical products, to provide central heating in
cities, and even to steam our Baozi (Chinese meat stuffed buns) in
households in rural areas, which can be counted as residencial use. Nearly
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half the country's rail capacity is used in transporting coal. China's installed
coal-based electrical capacity was 907 GW, or 77% of the total electrical
capacity, in 2014. (http://marketrealist.com/2014/10/coal-is-losing-its-marketshare-in-chinas-electricity-generation/)

!
Sector share of carbon emissions from China.
Zhu Liu. 2015. “China’s Carbon Emissions Report 2015.” Sustainability Science Program
and Energy Technology Innovation Policy research group, Belfer Center Discussion Paper
#2015-02. Harvard Kennedy School of Government, Cambridge, MA.
(Zhu Liu is a joint Giorgio Ruffolo Post-doctoral Research Fellow in the Sustainability
Science Program, Harvard Kennedy School)
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Question: why coal?

!
COMMENTARY: Reaching peak emissions, Robert B. Jackson, Josep G. Canadell, Corinne Le
Quéré, Robbie M. Andrew, Jan Ivar Korsbakken, Glen P. Peters and Nebojsa Nakicenovic

•

•

► Coal is cheap
Coal is available and easy to transfer, no pipelines required, and coal plants
can be built quickly—typically in 18 months. Even when figures have fallen
from a much higher peak a few years ago, China still built approximately one
large plant every week in 2013.
Even nuclear plants in China are two to three times more expensive to build
than coal plants. Coal plants are cheap in China not only because of lower
labor costs, but due to lower intellectual property and licensing costs as well
as the high level of our construction management capability.
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► Coal is plenty
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China’s coal reserves geo-distribution
•

•

China has the world’s third largest coal reserves, after the United States and
Russia. Australia and India are fourth and fifth.
China supplies most of its own coal, but also imports from Australia and
Indonesia.
► Coal is easy to exploit
True, China have substantial natural gas reserves as well, including shale
gas, but they have been slow to scale up conventional production
infrastructure, and lifting costs for gas are still much higher than for coal.

Therefore, coal was, and still is, as an energy resource in china, an ideal
option. It promoted rapid and quantitive GDP growth in China:
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China’s GDP performance between 2006-2014,
by http://www.tradingeconomics.com/china/gdp

Negative consequences
► Air pollution
Because of the heavy reliance on old coal-fired plant, electricity generation
and central heating in the North account for much of the country's air pollution.
Besides, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, Shenzhen, Chengdu, Nanjing, etc., all
these first tier big cities in China, each owns a gigantic amount of automobiles, which
is another reason for air pollution.
A small episode: the american embassy started monitoring the air quality in
four cities, Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou, and Chengdu, where their embassy and
consulates are based in, by detecting the among of PM2.5, from 2008, before the
Olympics Games being held in Beijing. And they started to publish the datas on
Twitter from November 2010, rising the attention of Chinese internet users…
According to http://www.health.ny.gov/environmental/indoors/air/pmq_a.htm,
PM2.5 refers to tiny particles or droplets in the air that are two and one half microns
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or less in width. They are tiny particles in the air that reduce visibility and cause the
air to appear hazy when levels are elevated. Outdoor PM2.5 levels are most likely to
be elevated on days with little or no wind or air mixing.

Why is PM2.5 such a concern for air pollution?

!

!

AQI Category and Guidance
Particles in the PM2.5 size range are able to travel deeply into the respiratory
system, reaching the lungs. Exposure to fine particles can cause short-term health
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effects such as eye, nose, throat and lung irritation, coughing, sneezing, runny nose
and shortness of breath. More serious illness caused by air pollution can
be respiratory illnesses, lung cancer, Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease(COPD), weakening of the immune system, and reduction in lung function…
Where does PM2.5 come from?
There are outdoor and indoor sources of fine particles. Outside, fine particles
primarily come from car, truck, bus and off-road vehicle exhausts (e.g., construction
equipment, snowmobile, locomotive), other operations that involve the burning of
fuels such as wood, heating oil or coal and natural sources such as forest and grass
fires.
Air quality in China
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http://qz.com/625899/this-data-shows-where-air-pollution-is-killing-people/
— “Over half of all deaths from air pollution occur in China, with 1.6 million deaths,
and India, with 1.4 million. Less than 1% of the population of those two countries live
in areas with acceptable air quality, according to World Health Organisation
guidelines.”
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Activist Zhou Yi and his collection Beijing at A Glance, 2014
环保达⼈人邹毅“2014年北京·⼀一⺫⽬目了然”
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In 2013, Xingtai, a small industrial town in southern Hebei province was named
China's 'most polluted city'. The PM2.5 count here regularly exceeds 800 (3 times
the UN's maximum 'extremely hazardous' limit), affecting local communities, and
sending waves of air pollution down to Eastern coastal cities and Beijing.
IMAGE: SOUVID DATTA, China’s Pollution in Photos
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The Shuogang group steel factory on the outskirts of Beijing. Despite the government promising to close all
major polluting factories within city limits following the 2008 Olympics several are still operating behind closed
doors. At dawn everyday the factory waste-water pipe illegally spews hazardous chemicals into a local dried up
lake. The accumulated green and brown deposits contain poisonous heavy metal deposits which are visible
here. IMAGE: SOUVID DATTA, China’s Pollution in Photos

!
Early on the 1st of January 2014, a man stands on the Bund promenade overlooking Shanghai's
futuristic financial district shrouded in a smog of air pollution.
IMAGE: SOUVID DATTA, China’s Pollution in Photos
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▶ Chai Jing——Under the dome (English subtitles), an independent
investigation by Chai Jing, a famous Chinese journalist.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rB6TA5g7Pg0
▶ Hairy Nose film takes on China's pollution
http://www.theguardian.com/environment/video/2016/feb/29/wildaid-releases-hairynose-a-bizarre-ad-to-combat-air-pollution-in-china-video

► Eco-environment destruction
Coal mining at the source of China's Yellow River: in the remote alpine plateau in the
foothills of China’s Qilian Mountains…
http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/news/features/Exposed-Coal-mining-atthe-source-of-Chinas-Yellow-River/

► Unbearable working conditions, the industrial death trap
To be a coal mine worker is a dangerous profession, dozens of coal mine accidents
killing hundreds…
► Bonanza came and went, leaving cities unliveable
Just as the Gold Rush in San Francisco in the 19th century, just as the
great navigators discovering India and Brasil, some cities / provinces started
focusing on the exploration of coal resources, believing that millionaires can be
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made over one night. They developed very simple economy pattern, which is
through selling coal. After a decade, they are being exploited totally and
exhausted. (E.g., Shanxi, Inner Mongolia, Hebei, Datong, Daqing, Taiyuan, Yulin,
E’erduosi, Linfen, etc)
► Millions losing their work place
Since coal price dropped and the energy market lost appetite, companies that
produce coal, steel and cement are firing workers…
In October 2013, the General Office of the State Council proposed to close
more than 2,000 small coal mines nationwide by the end of 2015. Last month, Yin
Weimin, the minister of Human Resources said 1.3million coal workers and 500,000
steel workers could expect to lose their jobs, during an interview with a Financial
Times journalist. And in further job cuts, about three million workers from Cement,
glass, shipbuilding, and steel and coal industries, are going to lose their jobs. The
number is estimated by China International Capital Corporation Limited (“CICC”).
(China to shed 1.8m coal and steel jobs, Yuan Yang, www.ftchinese.com)
► Worsening traffic burden and ruining roads
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► Resulting in severe carbon emission
In 2014 the carbon emissions from China made up about 28.8% of the world total,
10.4 billion tons of CO2 emissions.

!
Zhu Liu. 2015. “China’s Carbon Emissions Report 2015.” Sustainability Science Program and Energy
Technology Innovation Policy research group, Belfer Center Discussion Paper #2015-02. Harvard Kennedy
School of Government, Cambridge, MA.
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Figure 8: Emissions embodied in international trade. The flow represents the emissions embodied in trade,
the color represents the original production regions, for example, red flow represents the embodied emission
that produced by Africa and exported and consumed by other regions.
Zhu Liu. 2015. “China’s Carbon Emissions Report 2015.” Sustainability Science Program and Energy
Technology Innovation Policy research group, Belfer Center Discussion Paper #2015-02. Harvard Kennedy
School of Government, Cambridge, MA.
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The need to improve
China expects to move another 100 million people from the countryside to the
city in the next 12 years and grow its middle class by 200 million by 2035. Given
these projections, China estimates electricity demand to roughly double by 2030.
China is the world’s first emitters of CO2, a recent Bloomberg study predicted
that, China’s coal use might peak as percentage of total power supply in the coming
decades, but until then, would continue to grow in absolute amounts and still provide
well over half of China’s electricity by 2030, even in the best-case scenario.
Moreover, this scenario will not be significantly affected by the recent coal plant
construction ban in parts of coastal China; substantial development is proposed in
the western and northern provinces. Due to the long life of coal plants—lasting 50
years or more—and given that China’s plants are mostly less than a decade old, the
current and soon-to-be-built plants will continue to retard climate progress for
another half-century if nothing is done to address their CO2 emissions.
To date, China’s primary strategy has been to introduce more efficient power
plants. While another 30 new nuclear plants are currently being built in China, and
aims to have up to 150 in function within two decades, this would still only produce a
fraction of the power produced from coal.

Towards energy transition
As many scholars, as well as myself believe, that our government
has realised the serious potencial consequences, if we keep going with this pattern
without making any changed in our attitude and our energy consumption. And has
publicly acknowledged the fact of China’s huge amount of CO2 emission contributing
to global warming and climate change of this planet.
In 2015, the coal consumption in china decreased by 200 million tons, and
visible growths appeared in the renewables, namely hydro and nuclear energy.
The steel industry in china, which accounts for more than half of the world
production, also decreased its production in 2015, for the first time since 1981. And
further in China’s Five Year Plan for 2015-2020, China aims to decrease 150 million
tons of steel production.
Of course, in this grand transition movement of China’s energy industry, with
the consumption of coal significantly decreasing, its labor force also is going
decrease.
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► Develop renewable energy
According to petroleum company BP’s statistical review in 2015, China
recorded the largest increment in renewables in power generation for a fifth
consecutive year; growth last year (+15.1%) . Chinese renewables now
account for 16.7% of the global total, up from 1.2% just ten years ago.
— Hydroelectric:
Chinese hydroelectric output grew by 15.7% and accounted for all of the net
increase in global output.
— Nuclear:
Updated 23 February 2016, according to http://www.world-nuclear.org/, China
has begun a substantial nuclear-power development program, with 30 nuclear
power reactors in operation, 24 under construction, and more about to start
construction.

!

Taishan Nuclear Power Plant, said to be the largest single-piece electrical
generator.
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Safety concern: It’s obvious that for china, if we really want the
transition to happen, pass onto renewable green future, the bridge, the
transitional energy that we use has to be not only clean, but also rapid and
quantitive. In this circumstance, nuclear became the sensible solution.
► Clean coal
► Impose Eco tax
► Launch energy efficiency policy (when buying and selling
electronic appliances)
► Collaborate with developed countries whose technologies in the
renewable energy development are advanced
► Statements and plans on Climate Change
— In November, 2014, China’s National Plan on Climate Change for
2014-2020
— November 12, 2014, U.S.-China Joint Presidential Statement on
Climate Change
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2015/09/25/us-chinajoint-presidential-statement-climate-change
— November 2014, China’s Policies and Actions on Climate Change
— 29 June 2015, Brussels – European Union-China Joint Statement
on Climate Change
— The 2015 Paris Climate Conference: committing the world to limit
a rise in global temperatures to 2 degrees Celsius – with the more
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ambitious target of 1.5 C; pledging to have emissions peaks by
2030; and committed 20 billion RMB ($3.1 billion) to help developing
countries deal with climate change. (http://thediplomat.com/2015/12/
china-celebrates-paris-climate-change-deal/)
► Structural transition of energy consumption
According to petroleum company BP’s statistical review in 2015,
China’s energy consumption structure is under transition. Coal,
within expectation, holds 66% of all energy consumption in 2015 in
China, but it’s been decreasing since 2005, when it accounted 74%.

Conclusion
…
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